Meeting Thursday, March 15 at Westgate Town Hall with Stuart Peloquin

Points:

- Access points are outside of room
- Can make personal (private) access points debilitating, but prefer a social solution → will need to bring back ideas to house
- Feedback from community:
  - Lose after 10/15 or can’t connect at all
  - Do see MIT(S)?
  - Seems easier to lose MIT secure connection...
- There is a difference between lo vs. high rise impact./ close to window with high is worse for connectivity, close to stairwell infinitely better for low rise
- Low rise replaced to VOIP and should have even become faster (community is not seeing this)
  - Reminder: Telephone-help.edu: 3-help
- Still looking for RCC
- Included computer FAQ on Westgate page (Stu will send to Jenny)
- Continue to send requests for help to...
- On a lower frequency range PAP do impact MIT connection
  - On upper range there is more freedom, but not completely